PART IV
CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES
CHAPTER VII
COUNTRIES OF THE NEW WORLD
The Continents
Their General Location. In the diagram of human geography on
page 4, the second heading under physical factors is "Land Forms." The
major land forms are the great uplands known as continents, between
which lie the vast hollows of the oceans. This arrangement of continents
and oceans is apparently due to the earth's slow loss of heat and con-
sequent contraction. The earth's stiff crust cannot shrink any more
readily than can the shell of a nut. The only way to make a nut occupy
less space is to break the shell by shoving it inward. In similar fashion
during jintold millions of years the heavier parts of the earth's crust have
slowly fallen inward, forming the oceanic hollows. The higher parts
that have not fallen form the lands.
At first glance there seems to be little system in the distribution of the
continental uplands and oceanic hollows. Nevertheless, a globe shows
that the northern continents form an almost complete band enclosing
the Arctic Ocean* From this band three branches extend southward:
(1) North and South America; (2) Europe and Africa; and (3) Asia, the
Malay Peninsula, and Australia. The Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans
fill the hollows between the branches. Antarctica rises where the southern
continents would meet if prolonged southward.
This distribution of the lands as broad triangles surrounding a northern
ocean and tapering southward between oceanic hollows is one reason why
the northern hemisphere dominates the world. The dominance is due
partly to the vast size of the land areas. Such areas suffer extremes of
climate and are subject to great variations from one epoch to another.
Hence Asia has been a great center where many sorts of animals and
presumably man evolved, and from which they have moved outward
to other continents in successive waves of migration.
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